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**Contract Description**

The purpose of this work is to develop techniques to overcome the fundamental limits of present frequency standards—the second and residual first-order Doppler shifts. To this end we study suitable frequency reference transitions in ions which are stored in electromagnetic traps and cooled by radiation pressure to < 1K.

**Scientific Problem:**

Although we have now demonstrated laser cooling to < 0.5K we must investigate why the theoretical limit of 10^{-3} K has not been obtained. We must incorporate this cooling in high-resolution spectroscopy—we propose to observe the resonance fluorescence on Mg II ions as a first step in this direction. Measurements of cooling approaching 10^{-3} K, isotope shifts, 25Mg h.f.s., gj factors and S/N in optical-double resonance detection with stored ions all appear possible. In addition, we propose to study other interesting ions (e.g., Ba^+) which may make suitable cooled stored ion frequency standard candidates.

**Scientific and Technical Approach**

The search for possible high-resolution spectroscopic candidates in ions has currently centered on those ions which can be stored in electromagnetic traps (Penning traps in our experiments so far) and whose electronic transitions can be accessed by the output or frequency-doubled output of single-mode tunable dye lasers. At this point it is difficult to identify the ultimate candidate for a frequency standard; however, Ba^+ has very attractive features in this regard.

Mg^+ ions will continue to be studied in the Penning traps as important problems relevant to possible frequency standards can be investigated (see above). Many improvements are possible in the area of trap design, and new traps will be constructed to study Ba^+ and other ions which appear attractive. The study of Ba^+ will necessitate the use of a second dye laser (to relax the metastable D states) and possible additional microwave radiation to relax the ground state levels and study their spectroscopy.
Progress during last contract period

We have extended measurements in Mg II ions and have now demonstrated laser cooling to temperatures < 0.5 K. In these measurements the temperature was derived from the Doppler width of the transitions by observing the back-scattered light. This represents a reduction of the second order Doppler effect in a comparable experiment done on room temperature ions of nearly 3 orders of magnitude.

Additional work performed in last contract period:

(1) We have demonstrated that one ion species can be used as a "cooling ion" which can cool simultaneously other trapped ions by coulomb collisions. This greatly increases the choices for ions which may be used as frequency references.

(2) We have demonstrated optical pumping of $^{25}$Mg II. The study of hyperfine structure in this ion will provide a test-bed for ion frequency standards based on optical pumping - double resonance.

(3) We have demonstrated that the magnetron motion in a Penning trap can be laser cooled. In addition this allows for indefinite confinement of ions in a Penning trap.

(4) A theoretical analysis of cooling mechanisms, rates and limits has been performed. (See refs.)
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